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JAMES BUNDLES
ROGER FENN, COLIN ROURKE AND BRIAN SANDERSON
This paper is concerned with -sets, pronounced ‘square sets’, which are cubical
sets without degeneracies. These arise naturally in a number of settings and can
be used to classify links of codimension 2. Here we shall describe some of the
intrinsic geometry of a -set and, in particular, we shall de0ne an in0nite family of
associated -sets, which we call James complexes. These de0ne a sequence of mock
bundles with base the given -set, the James bundles, which have a strong
connection with classical James--Hopf invariants. They de0ne natural character-
istic classes for a -set and lead to associated generalised cohomology theories
with geometric interpretation similar to that for Mahowald orientation [19, 23].
In an earlier paper [10] we explored the abstract connections between -sets and
categories through the concept of a trunk which can be regarded both as a
generalisation of the (cubical) nerve of a category and as a -set. We de0ned a
classifying space (-set) for a rack (the rack space) and used the trunk formalism
to establish connections with classical classifying spaces (for categories, groups and
crossed complexes). In [12] we shall apply the results of [10] and this paper by
showing that the rack space is a classifying space for smooth links (of codimension
2) with the 0rst James bundle as classifying bundle. Further in [13] we shall give a
classi0cation of classical links using racks and the canonical class in 2 of the rack
space determined by the link diagram.
This paper formed part of our January 1996 preprint ‘James bundles and
applications’ [11], which also contains a preliminary version of [12]. For historical
background see [8].
Further results on -sets are to be found in [1] and [2]. In [1] it is shown that
the natural map C ! T of a -set to the trivial -set induces a homotopy
equivalence jC j ’ ;ðS 2Þ  R in the case when C admits degeneracies and R is the
realisation using degeneracies. In particular, the singular -set SðXÞ of a space X
has the weak homotopy type ;ðS 2Þ  X. This result is given an alternative proof
in [2] in terms of the natural interpretation of maps into C as labelled diagrams,
which comes from using transversality; see [12]. However it is not the case that all
naturally occurring in0nite -sets split a copy of ;ðS 2Þ up to homotopy type. For
example, rack spaces do not in general split in this way (see the computations of
homotopy type of rack spaces in [12, 25]). Moreover, a general -set can have an
arbitrary weak homotopy type (Corollary 1.3).
This paper is organised as follows. In x 1 we de0ne -sets, give examples and
explain the connection with >-sets. In x 2 we de0ne the James complexes and
James bundles of a -set and in x 3 we give the connection with the classical
James--Hopf invariants. In x 4 we consider the classes in stable cohomotopy and in
cohomology determined by the James bundles and show how these classes are
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pulled back from Steifel --Whitney and Wu classes of BO. In x 5 we use the map to
BO to de0ne the concept of a -set orientation for a manifold. This leads to a
generalised (co)-homology theory which has a geometric interpretation close to
that for Mahowald orientation given in [23].
1. Basic denitions and examples
A -set C ¼ fCn; @ig consists of a collection of sets Cn, one for each natural
number n> 0, and functions @i : Cn ! Cn1; for 16 i6n and  2 f0; 1g, called
rst order face maps, satisfying the following face relations:
@

j1@

i ¼ @i @j ; for 16 i < j6n and ;  2 f0; 1g:
There is a notion of a -map f: C ! D between -sets, namely a collection of
maps fn: Cn ! Dn for n ¼ 0; 1; . . ., which commute with the face maps, that is,
fn1@i ¼ @i fn.
Note that a -set diGers from a cubical set, which has a similar de0nition but
also has degeneracy maps; for more detail on the connections between cubical and
-sets, see [10].
There is also the notion of a -space. This comprises a collection fXng of
topological spaces and 0rst order face maps (continuous maps) @i : Xn ! Xn1 for
16 i6n and  2 f0; 1g satisfying the same face relations as above.
We shall give presently alternative de0nitions for -sets and maps based on
cubes. First we need to establish some terminology.
The category 
The n-cube I n is the subset ½0; 1n of Rn.
A p-face of I n is a subset de0ned by choosing n p coordinates and setting
some of these equal to 0 and the rest to 1. In particular there are 2n faces of
dimension n 1 determined by setting xi ¼  where i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; ng and  2 f0; 1g.
A 0-face is called a vertex and corresponds to a point of the form ð1; 2; . . . ; nÞ
where i ¼ 0 or 1 for i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; ng. The 1-faces are called edges and the 2-faces
are called squares.
Let p6n and let J be a p-face of I n. Then there is a canonical face map
: I p ! I n, with ðI pÞ ¼ J , given in coordinate form by preserving the order of
the coordinates ðx1; . . . ; xpÞ and inserting n p constant coordinates which are
either 0 or 1. If  inserts only 0s we call it a front face map, and if it inserts only
1s we call it a back face map. Notice that any face map has a unique front --back
decomposition as , say, where  is a front face map and  is a back face map.
There is also a unique back --front decomposition. There are 2n face maps de0ned
by the ðn 1Þ-faces which are denoted i : I n1 ! I n, and given by
i ðx1; x2; . . . ; xn1Þ ¼ ðx1; . . . ; xi1; ; xi; . . . ; xn1Þ; with  2 f0; 1g:
The following relations hold:
i 
!
j1 ¼ !j i ; for 16 i < j6n and ; ! 2 f0; 1g:ð1:1Þ
DEFINITION. The category  is the category whose objects are the n-cubes I n
for n ¼ 0; 1; . . . and whose morphisms are the face maps.
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-Sets and their realisations
We now give the second equivalent de0nitions of -sets and maps.
A -set is a functor C: op ! Sets where op is the opposite category of  and
Sets denotes the category of sets.
A -map between -sets is a natural transformation.
We write Cn for CðI nÞ,  for CðÞ and we write @i for Cði Þ ¼ ði Þ.
The equivalence of the two de0nitions of -sets and maps follows from the
formulI for the composition of face maps given in equation (1.1) above.
The realisation jC j of a -set C is given by making the identi0cations
ðx; tÞ  ðx; tÞ in the disjoint union ‘n> 0 Cn  I n.
We shall call 0-cells, 1-cells and 2-cells of jC j vertices, edges and squares,
respectively, and this is consistent with the previous use for faces of I n, since I n
determines a -set with cells corresponding to faces, whose realisation can be
identi0ed in a natural way with I n.
Notice that jC j is a CW complex with one n-cell for each element of Cn and
that each n-cell has a canonical characteristic map from the n-cube.
However, not every CW complex with cubical characteristic maps comes from a
-set, even if the cells are glued by isometries of faces. In jC j, where C is a -set,
cells are glued by face maps, in other words by canonical isometries of faces.
There is a similar alternative de0nition of a -space namely a functorX: op ! Top
(where Top denotes the category of topological spaces and continuous maps) and
the realisation jXj given by the same formula as above. Note that a -set is
eGectively the same as a -space in which all spaces have the discrete topology.
Connection with >-sets
The concept of a >-set is similar to the concept of a -set but is based on
simplexes rather than cubes. A >-set can have an arbitrary (weak) homotopy
type; see [22] where basic material on >-sets can be found. The de0nition of a
>-set can be obtained from the 0rst de0nition of a -set (at the start of the
section) by forgetting the s and s and allowing i ¼ 0.
A -set can be subdivided to form a >-set by coning from centres. More
precisely suppose that C is a -set. De0ne the >-subdivision, Sd>ðCÞ, as follows.
A k-simplex of Sd>ðCÞ is a ðkþ 1Þ-tuple ðc; 1; . . . ; kÞ where c 2 Cn, for some n,
i: I
ni1 ! I ni is a face map, 16 i6 k, and n0 < n1 < . . . < nk ¼ n. The face maps
@i, for 06 i6 k, are given by
@iðc; 1; . . . ; kÞ ¼
ðc; 2; . . . ; kÞ for i ¼ 0;
ðc; 1; . . . ; i1; iþ1i; iþ2; . . . ; kÞ for 0 < i < k;
ðkc; 1; . . . ; k1Þ for i ¼ k:
8><
>:
Conversely given a >-set X we can de0ne a -subdivision, SdðXÞ of X by
projecting simplexes from the origin. More precisely, let
>n ¼

x 2 Rnþ1 jxi> 0;
X
i
xi ¼ 1

denote the standard n-simplex. Let "n: >
n ! @I nþ1 be the radial projection from
0 2 Rnþ1. Then "nð>nÞ is the union of the back n-faces of I nþ1. A picture of the
image of >2 under this projection (seen from the origin) is given in Figure 1, and
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it can be seen that >2 has been subdivided into three squares. A similar projection
subdivides an n-simplex into nþ 1 n-cubes and this process de0nes the required
-subdivision.
For detailed formulI, let Bðk; nÞ denote the set of back face maps : Ik ! I n.
If : Ik ! I n is a front face map let rðÞ: >k1 ! >n1 denote its restriction.
De0ne the -subdivision, SdðXÞ as follows. Set
SdðXÞk ¼
a
n>k
Xn1  Bðk; nÞ:
Suppose given x 2 Xn1;  2 Bðk; nÞ and a face map : Is ! Ik. Let 00 be the
front--back decomposition of . De0ne ðx; Þ ¼ ðrð0Þx; 0Þ.
1.2. PROPOSITION. (1) For any >-set X the spaces jXj and jSdðXÞj
are homeomorphic.
(2) For any -set C the spaces jC j and jSd>ðCÞj are homeomorphic.
Proof. The homeomorphism jSdðXÞj ! jXj is induced by
ðx; ; tÞ 2 Xn1  Bðk; nÞ  Ik 7! ðx; "1ððtÞÞÞ 2 Xn1  >n1:
Let bcm ¼ ð12; . . . ; 12Þ 2 Im. The homeomorphism jSd>ðCÞj ! jC j is induced by
ððc; 1; . . . ; kÞ; tÞ 2 Sd>ðCÞk  >k
7!

c; tkbcn þ X
06 i6 k1
tik . . .iþ1bcni

2 Xn  I n;
where t ¼ ðt1; . . . ; tkÞ 2 >k. Further details are left to the reader. 
1.3. COROLLARY. Any space has the weak homotopy type of some -set. A
Notation. We shall often omit the mod signs and use the notation C both
for the -set C and its realisation jC j. We shall use the full notation whenever
there is any possibility of confusion.
1.4. Examples of -sets.
1. The singular complex. Let X be a topological space. The singular complex
of X is the -set denoted SðXÞ and de0ned by:
SðXÞn ¼ ff: I n ! Xg, the set of continuous maps, and
ðfÞ ¼ f  , where  is a face map.
Figure 1.
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If g: X ! Y is a continuous map then SðgÞ: SðXÞ ! SðY Þ is the -map de0ned by
SðgÞðfÞ ¼ f  g. Thus SðÞ is a functor from Top to the category of -sets
and maps.
An important special case is the singular complex of a point. This has exactly
one cell in each dimension and we shall call it the trivial -set and denote it T .
2. The nerve of a category. (For full details on this example, see [10].) Let I ncat
denote the category whose objects are the vertices of I n. Morphisms are generated
by the oriented edges of I n and subject to relations given by taking squares to be
commutative diagrams. Each face map : I q ! I n determines a functor
cat: I
q
cat ! I ncat. Let C be a category; the nerve of C, denoted NC, is the -set
de0ned in analogy to the singular set:
NCn ¼ ff : I ncat ! Cg, the set of functors and
ðfÞ ¼ f  cat, where  is a face map.
Given a functor g: C ! D between categories, we have a -map NðgÞ: NC ! ND,
given by NðgÞðfÞ ¼ f  g.
3. The rack space. A rack is a set R with a binary operation written ab such
that a 7! ab is a bijection for all b 2 R and such that the rack identity
abc ¼ acbc
holds for all a; b; c 2 R. (Here we use the conventions for order of operations derived
from exponentiation in arithmetic. Thus abc means ðabÞc and acbc means acðbcÞ.)
For example if a; b 2 G are two members of a group then conjugation, given
by ab :¼ b1ab, de0nes a rack structure on G. If a; b 2 Z are two integers then
ab :¼ aþ 1 de0nes a rack structure on Z which does not come from conjugation in
a group. Another example of a rack associated to a group is the core of a group [5,
16] de0ned by ab :¼ ba1b. For more examples of racks see [9].
If R is a rack, the rack space is the -set denoted BR and de0ned by:
BRn ¼ Rn (the n-fold cartesian product of R with itself);
@0i ðx1; . . . ; xnÞ ¼ ðx1; . . . ; xi1; xiþ1; . . . ; xnÞ;
@1i ðx1; . . . ; xnÞ ¼ ððx1Þxi ; . . . ; ðxi1Þxi ; xiþ1; . . . ; xnÞ for 16 i6n:
More geometrically, we can think of BR as the -set with one vertex, with
(oriented) edges labelled by rack elements and with squares which can be pictured
as part of a link diagram with arcs labelled by a, b and ab (Figure 2).
The higher dimensional cubes are determined by the squares in a way which
was made precise in [10] and which we now summarise.
Figure 2. Diagram of a typical 2-cell of the rack space.
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A trunk T comprises a set T0 of vertices, a set T1 of directed edges (between
vertices) and a set T2 of oriented squares of edges (the preferred squares). Thus a
trunk is essentially a cubical set truncated at dimension 2; but notice that a
square is fully determined by its faces (edges). A trunk T has a nerve NT which
is a -set de0ned in a similar way to the nerve of a category (above). The nerve
has vertices, edges and squares in bijection with those of T and higher cubes
determined by the 2-skeleton as follows. Let I ntrunk be the trunk determined by the
2-skeleton of I n; then NTn ¼ ff : I ntrunk ! Tg, the set of trunk maps, with face
maps given, as usual, by composition. This construction is fully compatible with
the nerve of a category; indeed a category determines a trunk with preferred
squares being the commuting squares; the two nerves are then identical.
Now a rack R determines the trunk T ðRÞ with one vertex, edges the set R and
preferred squares of the type pictured above. The rack spaces BR and the nerve
of the trunk NT ðRÞ coincide. In [10] the trunk formalism is used to establish
connections between the rack space and other classifying spaces.
Notice that the rack space of the rack with one element has precisely one cube
in each dimension. This is another description of the trivial -set.
4. The knot space. Let In, for n ¼ 0; 1; . . ., denote the set of isotopy classes of
smooth immersions (singular knots) K of S 1 in S 3 with the following properties:
(1) the immersion K is an embedding except at n double points none of which
involve the base-point of S 1;
(2) at each double point the two tangents are linearly independent.
Then I ¼ fIng can be made into a -set as follows. Let K be a singular knot
de0ning ½K 2 In. Number the double points of K in order round the knot
starting from the base-point and de0ne @1i ð½KÞ ¼ ½Kþi  where Kþi is obtained from
K by unwrapping the ith double point to give a positive crossing and @0i ð½KÞ is
similarly de0ned using a negative crossing. The face relations given at the start of
the section are easily veri0ed.
Digression on Vassiliev invariants
The knot space can be used to interpret Vassiliev invariants. A Vassiliev
function V ¼ fVng on a -set X with values in an abelian group G is a sequence of
functions Vn: Xn ! G for each n ¼ 0; 1; . . . satisfying the Vassiliev identity
VnðxÞ ¼ Vn1ð@1i xÞ  Vn1ð@0i xÞ for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n and x 2 Xn:ð1:5Þ
If X is the knot space I , a Vassiliev function is the usual notion of Vassiliev
invariant [24]. The -set setting can be used to interpret the fundamental
integration problem for Vassiliev invariants (see Bar-Natan [3]) in terms of
cohomological obstructions. For more details see [11, x 7].
2. James complexes and bundles
In this section we de0ne, for any -set C, an in0nite family of associated -sets
J nðCÞ; with n> 0, called the James complexes of C. These de0ne mock bundles
. n=C which we call James bundles of C.
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Projections
An ðnþ k; kÞ-projection is a function : I nþk ! Ik of the form
: ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnþkÞ 7! ðxi1 ; xi2 ; . . . ; xikÞ;ð2:1Þ
where 16 i1 < i2 < . . . < ik6nþ k.
Let P nþkk denote the set of ðnþ k; kÞ-projections. Note that P nþkk is a set of size
nþ k
k
 
:
Let  2 P nþkk and let : I l ! Ik; with l6 k, be a face map. The projection
]ðÞ 2 P nþll and the face map : I nþl ! I nþk are de0ned uniquely by the
following pull-back diagram:
I nþl ! I nþk
]ðÞ
! 
!
Il ! Ik
ð2:2Þ
DEFINITION. Let C be a -set. The nth associated James complex of C,
denoted J nðCÞ, is de0ned as follows. The n-cells are given by
J nðCÞk ¼ Cnþk  P nþkk
and face maps by
ðx; Þ ¼ ððxÞ; ]ðÞÞ
where : I l ! Ik, with l6 k, is a face map.
Notation. Let  2 P nþkk and c 2 Cnþk. Then we shall use the notation c
for the k-cube ðc; Þ 2 J nðCÞ. When necessary, we shall use the full notation
ð1; . . . ; nÞ for the projection  (given by formula (2.1)) where 1 < 2 < . . . < n
and f1; . . . ; ng ¼ f1; . . . ; kþ ng  fi1; . . . ; ikg. In other words, we index cubes of
J n by the n directions (in order) which are collapsed by the de0ning projection.
Picture for James complexes
We think of J nðCÞ as comprising all the codimension n central subcubes of
cubes of C. For example a 3-cube c of C gives rise to the three 2-cubes of J 1ðCÞ
which are illustrated in Figure 3.
In Figure 3 we have used full notation for projections. Thus for example, cð2Þ
corresponds to the projection ðx1; x2; x3Þ 7! ðx1; x3Þ (x2 being collapsed).
This picture can be made more precise by considering the section s: I
k ! I nþk
of  given by
sðx1; x2; . . . ; xkÞ ¼ ð12; . . . ; 12; x1; 12; . . . ; 12; x2; 12; . . . ; 12; xk; 12; . . .Þ
where the non-constant coordinates are in places i1; i2; . . . ; ik and  is given
by (2.1).
For example, in the picture the image of s where ðx1; x2; x3Þ 7! ðx1; x3Þ is the
2-cube labelled cð2Þ.
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Now the commuting diagram (2.2) which de0nes the face maps implies that the
s are compatible with faces and hence they 0t together to de0ne a map
pn: jJ nðCÞj ! jC j given by pn½c; t ¼ ½c; sðtÞ:
James bundles
We now observe that pn: jJ nðCÞj ! jC j is a mock bundle projection. We shall
need to de0ne a mock bundle with base a -set. Mock bundles with base a cell
complex are de0ned (in a PL setting) in [6]. In [12] we extend the concept to
de0ne a smooth mock bundle with base a smooth CW complex. For the purposes
of this paper, we shall not need to pay attention to smooth technicalities and shall
only need a minor extension of the treatment in [6].
DEFINITION (Mock bundle over a -set). Let C be a -set. A mock bundle 3
over C of codimension q (denoted 3q=C) comprises a total space E3 and a
projection p3:E3 ! jC j with the following property.y
Let c be an n-cell of jC j with characteristic map 5c: I n ! jC j. Then there are a
manifold (with corners) Bc of dimension n q called the block over c and a
proper map pc: Bc ! I n and a map bc: Bc ! E3 such that the following diagram
is a pull-back:
Bc !
bc
E3! pc
! p3
I n !5c jC j
Key example (James bundles). Consider the projection
pn: jJ nðCÞj ! jC j;
where J nðCÞ is the nth associated James complex of the -set C.
Figure 3.
yNote that the notation used here for dimension of a mock bundle, namely that q is codimension, is
the negative of that used in [6] where 3q=C meant a mock bundle of bre dimension q, that is,
codimension q. The notation used here is consistent with the usual convention for cohomology.
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If we choose a particular ðnþ kÞ-cell 6 of C then the pull back of pn over I nþk
(by the characteristic map for 6) is a k-manifold (in fact it is the nþkk
 
copies of Ik
corresponding to the elements of P nþkk ). Therefore pn is the projection of a
mock bundle of codimension n, which we shall call the nth James bundle of C
denoted . nðCÞ.
Embedding the James bundles in jC j  R
Let C be a -set. The James bundles can be embedded in jC j  R. This is done by
ordering the cubes of J nðCÞ over a particular cube of C and lifting in that order.
Recall that the k-cubes of J nðCÞ lying over a ðkþ nÞ-cube are indexed by projections
 ¼ ði1; . . . ; inÞ 2 P nþkn . These may be ordered lexicographically. The lexicographic
order is compatible with face maps and can be used to de0ne the required
embedding by induction on dimension of cells of C as follows.
Suppose inductively that the embedding has been de0ned over cells of C of
dimension at most kþ n 1.
Consider a ðkþ nÞ-cube c 2 C with characteristic map 5c: Ikþn ! jC j. Pulling
the embedding back (where it is already de0ned) over 5c gives an embedding of
. nð@IkþnÞ in @Ikþn  R. Now embed the centres of the k-cubes of J nðIkþnÞ at
ð12; . . . ; 12Þ  r where r are real numbers for  2 P nþkn chosen to increase strictly
corresponding to the lexicographic order on P nþkn .
Now embed each k-cube of J nðIkþnÞ as the cone on its (already embedded)
boundary. The result may be smoothed if desired and then pushed forward to
jC j  R using 5c  id.
In the next section we shall give precise smooth formulI for this embedding
using a bump function.
The embedding is in fact framed. This can be seen as follows. Each k-cube
pnðc; Þ, where  ¼ ði1; . . . ; inÞ, of J nðIkþnÞ is framed in Ikþn by the n vectors
parallel to directions i1; . . . ; in. These lift to parallel vectors in I
nþk  R and the
framing is completed by the vector parallel to the positive R direction (vertically
up). This framing is compatible with faces and de0nes a framing of . nðCÞ in
jC j  R. The formulI that we shall give in the next section also give formulI for
the framing.
For the special case n ¼ 1 the map of . nðCÞ to R can be simply described: the
centre of cðkÞ is mapped to k. This determines a map, linear on simplexes of
Sd>.
1ðCÞ, to R. It follows that the centre of @i cðkÞ is mapped to k if i> k and to
k 1 if i < k.
In Figure 3 we illustrated J 1ðCÞ for a 3-cube c 2 C. The embeddings in jC j  R
(before smoothing) above each of the three 2-cubes are illustrated in Figure 4.
3. James --Hopf invariants
In this section we shall show that James complexes are strongly connected with
classical James--Hopf invariants; indeed they de0ne (generalised) James--Hopf
invariants for any -set C and this explains our choice of terminology. We do this
by looking carefully at James’ original construction [14, 15] and in the process we
give precise formulI for the framed embedding of the James bundles in jC j  R.
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The James construction
DEFINITION (Free topological monoid). Let X be a topological space based
at . The free topological monoid on X, denoted X1 comprises all words x1 . . .xm,
where xi 2 X and m> 0 with the identi0cations given by regarding  as a unit;
that is,
x1 . . .xi1  xiþ1 . . .xm  x1 . . .xi1xiþ1 . . .xm for i ¼ 1; . . . ;m:
Thus X1 is a quotient of the disjoint union
‘
m> 0X
m and this de0nes the
topology. The space X1 is based at the empty word which we also denote by . A
point of X1 has a unique representation as a reduced word, that is, one with
xi 6¼  for all i.
The James map
Let X be a based topological space and suppose that there is a map "X: X ! I
with the property that "1X ð0Þ ¼ fg. Let ;ðXÞ denote the loop space of X and
SðXÞ ¼ X ^ S 1 the suspension of X. (Notice that we take the suspension
coordinate second.) We shall identify S 1 with I=@I. Thus a point of S 1  fg
is uniquely represented as a real number t with 0 < t < 1, and a point of
SðXÞ  fg ¼ ðX ^ S 1Þ  fg is uniquely represented as a pair ðx; tÞ where
x 2 X  fg and 0 < t < 1. It is convenient to regard the suspension coordinate
as vertical.
Suppose given a non-empty reduced word x1 . . .xm 2 X1 where each xi 6¼ .
Let 7i ¼ "XðxiÞ, and let ti be given by t0 ¼ 0 and
ti ¼
71 þ . . .þ 7i
71 þ . . .þ 7m
for 0 < i6m. Then 0 ¼ t0 < t1 < . . . < tm ¼ 1.
The James map kX: X1 ! ;SðXÞ is given by kXðÞ ¼  and for non-empty words
kXðx1 . . .xmÞðtÞ ¼

xi;
t ti1
ti  ti1

;ð3:1Þ
for ti16 t6 ti.
In words, what kX does is to map the word x1 . . .xm to a loop in SðXÞ which
comprises m vertical loops passing through x1; . . . ; xm respectively, with the time
parameters adjusted by using " to make the time spent on a subloop go to zero as
the corresponding point xi moves to the base-point of X.
James proves that kX is a homotopy equivalence if X is a countable CW
complex with just one vertex. However the result extends to a considerably more
Figure 4.
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general class of spaces, [21]. We shall be particularly interested in the case when X
is the n-sphere and we shall abbreviate kS n to kn.
The classical James --Hopf invariants
We make the following further identi0cations:
Snþ1 ¼ SðSnÞ ¼ Sn ^ S 1 ¼ S 1 ^ . . . ^ S 1 ¼ I=@I ^ . . . ^ I=@I ¼ I nþ1=@I nþ1:
This means that a point of Sn  fg is uniquely an n-tuple x ¼ ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ
where 0 < xi < 1.
We choose the map "S n rather carefully.
Let ": I ! I be a smooth bump function with the property that "1ð0Þ ¼ f0; 1g
and all derivatives vanish at 0 and 1. Let "S 1 : S
1 ! I be the induced map, and
de0ne "S n : S
n ! I by "S nðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ ¼ "ðx1Þ"ðx2Þ . . . "ðxnÞ.
Now let gn: S
11 ! Sn1 be given by
gnðx1 . . .xmÞ ¼
Y

ðx1 ; . . . ; xnÞ;ð3:2Þ
where the product is over all strictly monotone : f1; . . . ; ng ! f1; . . . ;mg and is
taken in lexicographical order.
The nth James --Hopf invariant Jn: ½SðXÞ; S 2 ! ½SðXÞ; S nþ1 is induced by
the composition
;S 2 !8 S 11 !
gn
S n1 !
kn
;Snþ1;
where 8 is a homotopy inverse to k1.
The trivial -set T
We now turn to the connection between embedded James bundles and the
James--Hopf invariants. We start by identifying the homotopy type of the trivial
-set T (with exactly one cell in each dimension).
3.3. PROPOSITION. The realisation of the -set T can be identied with S 11
and hence has the homotopy type of ;ðS 2Þ.
Proof. Denote the unique m-cube of T by cm. Let x 2 jT j. Then x 2 intðcmÞ
for some m and hence x has a unique expression as ðx1; . . . ; xmÞ where each
0 < xi < 1. Moreover the glue given by the face maps has the eGect of omitting
any xi which become 0 or 1. It follows that the map x ¼ ðx1; . . . ; xmÞ 7! x1 . . .xm is
a homeomorphism jT j ! S 11. 
Remark. Antolini [1] has generalised this result and shown that the singular
-set of any topological space X has the weak homotopy type of X  ;ðS 2Þ; see
also [2].
The James bundles of T
Now consider the nth James bundle . nðT Þ. In the last section we showed that it
embeds as a framed mock bundle in jT j  R. If we apply the Thom--Pontrjagin
construction to this framed embedding, we obtain a map jT j  R! Snþ1 and
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hence a map qn: SðjT jÞ ! Snþ1. Using the last proposition we have a map
qn: SðS 11Þ ! Snþ1:
The following proposition connects the James bundles of T with the
James--Hopf invariants.
3.4. PROPOSITION. The framed embedding of E. nðT Þ in jT j  R can be chosen
so that qn is the adjoint of
S 11 !
gn
S n1 !
kn
;ðSnþ1Þ:
Proof. Let hn: I
nþk  I ! Snþ1 be the map determined by the adjoint of kngn
restricted to the ðnþ kÞ-cell of T . Then hn is transverse to a ¼ ð12; . . . ; 12Þ and we
shall see that the framed submanifold h1ðaÞ can be identi0ed with the block of
E. nðT Þ over I nþk. Moreover the restriction of hn to h1n ðintðI nþ1ÞÞ provides a
trivialisation of an open tubular neighbourhood of E. nðT Þ in I nþk  I  I nþk  R.
The closure of this neighbourhood is the whole of I nþk  I. Figure 5 illustrates the
case n ¼ k ¼ 1. Only the vertical part of the framing is shown for clarity. In
general the k-cubes Mc are placed in lexicographical order above their images
sðIkÞ in I nþk.
We now give a precise formula for the embedding of this block and then the
statements made above can all be checked. Let 1; . . . ; N be the list of s in the
de0nition of gn (equation (3.2)) with m ¼ nþ k, taken in order. Then from (3.1)
and (3.2) we have
hnðx1; . . . ; xnþk; tÞ ¼

xi
1
; . . . ; xin ;
t ti1
ti  ti1

;
where
ti ¼
71 þ . . .þ 7i
71 þ . . .þ 7N
for 06 i6N
and 7i ¼ "nðxi
1
; . . . ; xinÞ. Each i ¼ ði1; . . . ; inÞ corresponds to a k-cube Mci of
the nth associated James complex, namely the cube ðcnþk; iÞ 2 J nðT Þk, in the
block of E. nðT Þ over cnþk. Recall that the ij index the directions in I
nþk normal to
the k-cube ðcnþk; iÞ.
Figure 5.
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We will de0ne an embedding
ei : I
k  intðI nÞ  intðIÞ ! I nþk  I  I nþk  R:
Let shi : I
nþk ! I nþk be the isometry given by permuting coordinates as
follows: shi sends the ðkþ sÞth coordinate to the isth coordinate, for 16 s6n,
and preserves order on the remaining k coordinates. Write shiðyÞ ¼ x; then
eiðy; uÞ ¼ ðx; uti þ ð1 uÞti1Þ:
Note that the images of the ei are disjoint.
Now de0ne the embedding of the k-cube ðcnþk; iÞ 2 J nðT Þk by identifying Ik with
Ik  ð12; . . . ; 12Þ  12  Ik  intðI nÞ  intðIÞ and composing ei with 5cnþk  idR. If we
do this for each of the i, we obtain a framed embedding of the block of . nðT Þ
over cnþk and the required properties follow from comparing the formulI above
with (3.1) and (3.2). 
Remark. The embeddings ei above extend to maps (not embeddings) of
Ik  I n  I ! I nþk  R whose images 0ll the whole of I nþk  I. However the
Thom--Pontrjagin construction works for such framings, since the boundary of the
tubular neighbourhood is mapped to the base-point. If a closed trivial tubular
neighbourhood is required, then we can restrict to a small ðkþ 1Þ-cube at the
centre of Ik  I.
We now turn to general -sets. The following proposition follows at once
from de0nitions.
3.5. PROPOSITION. James bundles are natural, that is, given a -map f : C ! D
then . nðCÞ is the pull-back f ð. nðDÞÞ. A
The James --Hopf invariants of a -set
If C is any -set, there is a canonical constant -map tC : C ! T ; so Proposition
3.5 implies that . nðCÞ ¼ tC. nðT Þ. Further, the framed embedding of . nðT Þ in
jT j  R pulls back to a framed embedding of . nðCÞ in jC j  R which (by the
Thom--Pontrjagin construction) determines a map SðCÞ ! Snþ1.
We call the homotopy class of this map jnðCÞ 2 ½SðCÞ; S nþ1 the nth
James --Hopf invariant of the -set C.
3.6. THEOREM. (1) The James --Hopf invariants of a -set are natural, that is,
given a -map f: C ! D then jnðCÞ ¼ SðfÞjnðDÞ.
(2) If we identify T with S 11 by Proposition 3.3 and with ;ðS 2Þ via the
homotopy equivalence k1 then the classical James --Hopf invariant Jn (dened
earlier) is induced by composition with jnðT Þ.
(3) Let qC : SðCÞ ! S 2 denote the adjoint of
C !tC T ¼ S 11 !
k1
;ðS 2Þ:
Then jnðCÞ ¼ JnðqCÞ.
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Proof. Naturality follows at once from de0nitions. Moreover, note that (2) is a
restatement of Proposition 3.4, after observing that qn  j1ðT Þ (the notation qn
was used in Proposition 3.4). Finally,
JnðqCÞ ¼ adjððkngnÞtCÞ ¼ SðtCÞadjðkngnÞ ¼ SðtCÞjnðT Þ ¼ jnðCÞ: 

3.7. Remark. In [12] we shall relate James bundles to multiple points of
immersions: if f : M ! C is a transverse map, then the PoincarMe duals of the
pull-backs of the James bundles comprise a self-transverse immersion and its
multiple manifolds. Using this result, we see that the connection we have given
of James bundles with classical James--Hopf invariants overlaps with the results
of Koschorke and Sanderson [17] which also relate generalised James--Hopf
invariants to multiple points of immersions. The results overlap when considering
;SðS 1Þ. Here ;SðS 1Þ is a special case of jC j. In [17], ;SðS 1Þ is a special case of
;nS nðT ð3ÞÞ; with n> 1; where T ð3Þ is a Thom space.
4. James classes and characteristic classes
In this section we examine the algebra generated by the James classes and
recover (stably) the results of Baues [4]. We also consider the Hurewicz images in
ordinary cohomology, and hence de0ne natural characteristic classes for a -set
whose mod 2 reductions are pulled back from both the Stiefel --Whitney and the
Wu classes of BO.
The James--Hopf invariants jnðCÞ of a -set C are classes in unstable
cohomotopy, which stabilise to classes >nðCÞ 2 SnðCÞ in stable cohomotopy.
There is a cup product de0ned for the unstable classes. Baues [4, p. 79] gives a
formula for these cup products for the case C ¼ T (that is, for S 11). See
Dreckmann [7, p. 42] for a correction. Here we give a simple geometric proof of the
formula after one suspension.
The (unstable) cup product
½SX;Smþ1  ½SX; Snþ1 ! ½SX; Snþmþ1
may be described in terms of mock bundles as follows. Let 3m and n be framed
mock bundles embedded in ðX  fgÞ  R. Assume the projections p3 and p are
transverse. De0ne E3 [ ¼ p3E. Since E is ðnþ 1Þ-framed in X  R, E3 [ is
ðnþ 1Þ-framed in E3  R. But E3 is ðmþ 1Þ-framed in X  R, so using the last of
these framing directions to embed E3  R in X  R we have an embedding of
E3 [ which is ðnþmþ 1Þ-framed in X  R. If the roles of 3 and  are reversed we
get a homeomorphic result with a possible framing change.
However, in the case of the James bundles, the last framing direction is parallel
to R in X  R and we can see that the two cup products agree up to permutation
of components of blocks and a sign change. They also agree (after one suspension
and up to sign) with the external cup product (take the Cartesian product, which
is naturally ðnþmþ 2Þ-framed in X2  R2 and restrict to the diagonal). This is
seen by rotating the last framing vector through a right angle into the last R-
coordinate.
Now let H be an n element subset of f1; 2; . . . ;mþ ng. Let sðHÞ be the sign of
the shuNe permutation of f1; 2; . . . ;mþ ng which moves H to the front and
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preserves order in both H and its complement. Let @m;n ¼
P
H sðHÞ where the
sum runs over all n-element subsets H of f1; 2; . . . ;mþ ng.
4.1. PROPOSITION. For any -set C,
SjmðCÞ[SjnðCÞ ¼ @m;nSjmþnðCÞ:
Proof. We prove the result in the case C ¼ T , the trivial complex. The
formula then pulls back over the constant map tC : C ! T since the cup product is
natural for cubical maps. To compute the cup product we must make the
mock bundle projections pm: jJmðT Þj ! jT j and pn: jJ nðT Þj ! jT j transverse. Let
b1 ¼ cði1;...;imÞ and b2 ¼ cðl1;...;lnÞ be elements of JmðT Þ and J nðT Þ respectively where
c 2 Tk. In order to compute the transverse intersection of pmjb1j with pnjb2j in jcj
consider the corresponding sections sði1;...;imÞ: I
km ! Ik and sðl1;...;lnÞ: Ikn ! Ik.
The contribution to jmðT Þ[jnðT Þ over jcj is given as follows. There are two
possibilities. If fi1; . . . ; img \ fl1; . . . ; lng ¼ ; then the sections are transverse and
they meet in the image of sðp1;...; pnþmÞ where
fp1; . . . ; pnþmg ¼ fi1; . . . ; img [ fl1; . . . ; lng:
Since, strictly speaking, p is a function f1; . . . ; nþmg ! N we can de0ne
H ¼ p1fi1; . . . ; img. We have determined an element cðp1;...; pnþmÞ 2 J nþmðT Þ whose
realisation is a k ðnþmÞ cube in the total space of the mock bundle . nþmðT Þ.
But the cup product framing diGers from the natural framing by the sign of the
shuNe sðHÞ. This covers the transverse case.
If say fi1; . . . ; img \ fl1; . . . ; lng ¼ fq1; . . . ; qsg with q1 < . . . < qs then we isotope
pn on jcðj1;...;jnÞj by increasing the q1th coordinate in Ik from 12 to say 34, then the
intersection is empty and there is no contribution to jm [jn in this case.
At this point we have proved the result provided we can cancel oG contributions of
opposite sign and reorder the pieces. For this we need to use the one extra dimension
where there are obvious cobordisms which achieve this result. 
4.2. LEMMA. For m;n 2 N,
@m;n ¼
½ðmþ nÞ=2
½n=2
 
if nm is even,
0 otherwise.
8<
:
In particular for all m and n,
@2m;2n ¼
mþ n
m
 
; @m;n ¼
mþ n
m
 
mod 2; @1;1 ¼ 0; @1;2n ¼ 1:
Proof. Clearly @0;n ¼ @m;0 ¼ 1. Set @m;n ¼ 0 if either m or n is negative. For
@m;n the sum can be split up, according as the least element of H is or is not 1,
giving the recurrence relation
@m;n ¼ @m;n1 þ ð1Þn@m1;n:
The result now follows by induction. 
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The computation of the algebra generated by the stabilisation of the
James--Hopf invariants easily follows. We shall carry out this computation after
introducing the characteristic classes of a -set, which are the corresponding
cohomology classes.
The characteristic classes of a -set
Let C be any -set. The nth characteristic class of C; VnðCÞ 2 HnðCÞ, is the
class of the unit cocycle: value 1 on each n-cube.
Let S denote the sphere spectrum and let >nðCÞ 2 SnðCÞ denote the
stabilisation of jnðCÞ. The element >nðCÞ is represented by E. n framed in
jC j  R1. Let h: S ! H  be the Hurewicz transformation.
4.3. PROPOSITION. For any -set C,
hð>nðCÞÞ ¼ VnðCÞ:
Proof. At the mock bundle level h can be described simply by counting, with
sign, the components of the 0-dimensional blocks. The result follows since the
0-dimensional blocks of >n consist of a single point over each n-cube with
standard framing. 
Denote the exterior algebra, over Z, on one generator x by EðxÞ; then x2 ¼ 0
and elements of EðxÞ can be written as pþ q:x, where p; q 2 Z. Denote the divided
polynomial algebra on one generator y by DðyÞ; in other words, there are elements
yn, for n> 0; with y0 ¼ 1 and y1 ¼ y such that
yn:ym ¼
nþm
m
 
ynþm:
An element of DðyÞ is then just a linear combination of the yn.
4.4. COROLLARY. The elements >nðT Þ; with n> 0, generate a subalgebra of
S
ðjT jÞ of form Eð>1ðT ÞÞ #Dð>2ðT ÞÞ. In particular any element of the subalgebra
can be uniquely written as a linear combination of the elements f1; >1>2n; >2ngn> 0.
Proof. The result follows from Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 and the
fact noted above that the Hurewicz map h: SðjT jÞ ! H ðjT jÞ is non-trivial on
the >n for n> 0. In fact it follows that h restricted to the subalgebra is
an isomorphism. 
The Z2-characteristic classes
Let vn denote the mod 2 reduction of our characteristic class Vn. We can
identify vnðT Þ as the Stiefel --Whitney class of a vector bundle. Background for
what follows can be found in [23] and [19]. Let BO be the classifying space for
the in0nite orthogonal group, and let B2O be its delooping; so ;B2O ’ BO.
Let !: S 2 ! B2O be a generator of 2B2O ﬃ Z2. By taking ;! we get a map
s: jT j ! BO with the property that s restricted to the 1-skeleton classi0es the
stable unoriented bundle.
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4.5. PROPOSITION. We have wnðs>Þ ¼ wnðs>1Þ ¼ vnðT Þ, for n> 0, where >
is the universal (virtual) bundle.
Proof. Consider the n-fold product Sn ¼ S 1  . . .  S 1. Let m: Sn ! jT j be
given by multiplication. Then m: HnðjT jÞ ! HnðSnÞ is an isomorphism. Since s
is an H-map, wðms>Þ ¼Qni¼1ð1þ aiÞ where each ai is the generator of
H1ðS 1;Z2Þ, and so wnðs>Þ 6¼ 0. Since ms> is a product of (stable) line bundles
over S 1s, ms> ¼ ms>1. 
Let @C : jC j ! BO be the composition s  t where t: jC j ! jT j and let
>C ¼ @ C>. We call >C the characteristic bundle over C.
4.6. COROLLARY. For any -set C, wnð>CÞ ¼ vnðCÞ for n> 0. A
Remark. Recall that the (total) Stiefel --Whitney class, wð3Þ, of a vector
bundle 3 is de0ned by wð3Þ[U ¼ Sq U where U is the Thom class. Similarly the
Wu class, wuð3Þ, is given by wuð3Þ[U ¼ 5Sq U . From this and the Cartan formula
we get the well-known relation Sqwuð3Þ ¼ wð31Þ: On Sn we have Sq ¼ Id and
ms> ¼ ms>1 so in both Proposition 4.5 and Corollary 4.6, Stiefel --Whitney
and Wu classes coincide.
We shall continue to study the characteristic bundle and the associated map
@C : jC j ! BO in the next section, where we use it to de0ne the concept of a
C-oriented manifold and to de0ne an associated generalised cohomology theory.
5. Homology theories from -sets
In this section we describe how a -set may be used to construct homology and
cohomology theories. More precisely we shall de0ne a spectrum MC for any -set
C which then de0nes a generalised homology theory MC. This theory has a good
description as a bordism theory in terms of manifolds and labelled diagrams. The
description is particularly nice when C is the classifying space of a rack. These
theories have natural operations, which as we shall see are analogous to XSq
operations in ordinary cohomology.
In the case C ¼ T , the trivial -set, the spectrum MT is a ring spectrum and is
one of a family studied by Mahowald [19].
The spectrum MC
We recall from x 4 that there is a map s: jT j ! BO (where T is the trivial -set
with just one cell in each dimension and BO is the classifying space for stable
vector bundles) and this de0nes a map @C ¼ s  tC : jC j ! BO for any -set C,
where tc: C ! T is the canonical -map. The map @C has the property that it
pulls both the universal Stiefel --Whitney and Wu classes back to the mod 2
reductions of the characteristic classes of C; see Corollary 4.6.
Let > be the universal (virtual) bundle over BO and >C (the characteristic
bundle) its pull-back over C by @C . The spectrum MC is de0ned to be the
associated Thom spectrum to >C . It de0nes a generalised homology theory, which
we call C-bordism, and denote MC and a corresponding theory of C-cobordism
denoted MC .
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Connection with standard spectra
We next see how the new spectrum 0ts with the sphere spectrum (which
classi0es stable cohomotopy) and the Eilenberg--MacLane spectrum which
classi0es ordinary (mod 2) cohomology.
The universal Thom class determines a map of spectra MO! HZ2, where HZ2
is the mod 2 Eilenberg--MacLane spectrum. Hence we get a natural map
DC : MC ! HZ2. Let S denote the sphere spectrum, and let SZ2 denote the sphere
spectrum with mod 2 coeOcients.
5.1. PROPOSITION. For any non-empty -set C:
(1) the Hurewicz map factors as S!MC ! HZ2;
(2) if there is an element x 2 C1 with @01x ¼ @11x then the mod 2 Hurewicz map
factors as SZ2 !MC ! HZ2.
Note. The condition in part (2) is always satis0ed for non-empty rack spaces.
Proof. The sphere spectrum S may be regarded as the Thom spectrum pulled
back from BO by the inclusion of a point. The 0rst result follows from naturality
of D by choosing a vertex in jC j.
For the second part let D be the -set which is the circle with the obvious -set
structure, that is, D has a single vertex, a single edge and no higher cells. From the
property that @D pulls back the Stiefel --Whitney class to the mod 2 characteristic
class of D, it can be seen that @D: jDj ! BO classi0es the (stable) M€obius band
over the circle jDj. The Thom complex of the M€obius band is the projective
plane and MD is its suspension spectrum, that is, SZ2. The transformation
DD: MD! HZ2 can now be identi0ed with the inclusion of the (stable) 1-skeleton,
that is, the mod 2 Hurewicz map. The result now follows from naturality of D by
considering the inclusion of D in C given by mapping the edge of D to x. 
Twisted bundles
The generalised homology theory de0ned by MC is the bordism theory de0ned
by a certain class of manifolds called C-manifolds. We shall describe this class.
We need to de0ne what it means for a manifold to have its normal bundle
twisted by a self-transverse immersed submanifold of codimension 1. For
simplicity we describe the case of an embedding 0rst. So let Q M be a
codimension 1 submanifold and assume for simplicity that Q is equipped with a
bicollar neighbourhood NðQÞ. Denote by "=I the M€obius bundle which is the
1-dimensional vector bundle constructed by gluing the trivial bundles over ½0; 12 
and ½12; 1 by multiplication by 1 in the 0bre over 12. Thus although "=I is the
trivial bundle, it is equipped with opposite trivialisations on the two halves of I.
Denote by b"=I the stable version. We call b"=I the (stable) M€obius twist.
Now construct the stable bundle b"=M by taking the trivial bundle over
Qc ¼M NðQÞ and gluing in b"=I on each collar line. Alternatively, we can take
the trivial line bundle on M Q and glue at Q by multiplication by 1 and then
stabilise. We say that the stable normal bundle F=M of M is twisted by Q if it is
identi0ed with b"=M.
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The concept of twisting by a self-transverse immersion is similar except that at
k-tuple points there are k mutually perpendicular M€obius twists taking place
corresponding to the directions perpendicular to the k sheets.
For the detailed de0nition we shall construct a stable M€obius twist bundle over
I n for each n. To do this we need a function v: J 1ðI nÞ ! Sn1 with an
orthogonality property. Denote vjI nðiÞ by vi which we think of as a variable unit
vector in Rn. We require that, for each point p 2 I n covered by points pi1 ; . . . ; pit
in I nði1Þ; . . . ; I
n
ðitÞ, the corresponding vectors vi1 ; . . . ; vit should form an orthonormal
t-frame. We also require that v commutes with face maps, that is, the following
diagram commutes:
J 1ðI n1Þ !v Sn2???yJ 1ðkÞ
???yi
J 1ðI nÞ !v Sn1
where i: Sn2 ! Sn1 is the usual inclusion.
We de0ne v by induction on n and suppose that v: J 1ðI n1Þ ! Sn2 is already
de0ned. Then the commuting diagram de0nes v on @I n. We extend to the interior
of I n by using the cubical subdivision of I n determined by the image of J 1ðI nÞ in
I n, which cuts I n into 2n subcubes. Note that n i sheets of the image of J 1
meet at each i-cube in int I n in this subdivision (see the diagram near the end of
x 1). We de0ne v by induction over skeleta. At the unique 0-cell in int I n we
choose v1; . . . ; vn to be any orthonormal n-frame. In general we have an
orthonormal ðn iÞ-frame de0ned over the boundary of a typical i-cell and we
extend over the i-cell using the fact that i1ðVn;niÞ ¼ 0.
This completes the de0nition of v. Notice that the choices made in the
de0nition are homotopic if Sn1 is replaced by Sn and hence the stable twisted
bundles constructed below do not depend on these choices.
We now construct the n-dimensional vector bundle "=I n by taking the trivial
bundle oG the image of J 1 and gluing by mapping vi 7!  vi as the ith sheet (the
image of I nðiÞ) is crossed and leaving the orthogonal complement of vi 0xed. Near
a point p 2 I n covered by points pi1 ; . . . ; pit in I nði1Þ; . . . ; I nðitÞ the various trivial
bundles are being glued by reversing the signs of the appropriate subset of
vi1 ; . . . ; vit . By orthogonality, these t simultaneous gluings are all independent. We
denote the stable version of "=I n by b" n. This is the n-fold M€obius twist over I n.
By construction, M€obius twists have the property that for each face map
: I t ! I p; ðb" pÞ ¼ b" t. This implies that if X is a -space then we can construct
a bundle b"=jXj by gluing together the bundles Xn  b" n mimicking the de0nition
of jXj. Note that b"=jXj is trivialised over X0 and at Xn there is an n-fold M€obius
twist taking place.
Neighbourhood systems and transversality
Now suppose that Q is the image of a self-transverse [18] immersed submanifold
of Mm of codimension 1. We can construct a neighbourhood system NðQÞ as
follows. We choose a cube neighbourhood of each m-tuple point, which (using
self-transversality) can be assumed to meet nearby sheets in the m central
ðm 1Þ-subcubes (that is, the images of J 1). Then, working in the complement
of the interiors of these cubes we choose Im1 bundle neighbourhoods of the
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1-dimensional ðm 1Þ-tuple points which meet the cubes near the m-tuple points
in faces. We continue to choose inductively Iq bundle neighbourhoods of the
q-tuple points meeting nearby sheets in central subcubes and higher multiple
points in faces. We 0nish by choosing (trivial) I 0 bundle structures at the 0-tuple
points (that is, the points of M Q). Thus the 0nal neighbourhood system
decomposes M into I n bundles for varying n, glued together along the analogue
of faces.
We need the following theorem.
5.2. TRANSVERSALITY THEOREM. Let C be a -set and f : Mm ! jC j a map.
Then f is homotopic to a map f 0 (called transverse) which has the following
property. There are a self-transverse immersed submanifold Q M of codimension
1 and a neighbourhood system NðQÞ which is in fact the realisation of a -space
such that f 0: M ! jC j is the realisation of a -map.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of transversality for CW complexes
given in [6, Chapter 7]. We construct f 0 by a sequence of changes using a
downwards induction on the dimension of skeleta of C containing the image of f.
By the usual abuse of notation we will continue to call the amended maps f . By
cellular approximation we can assume that the image of f lies in the m-skeleton of
C. Use smooth transversality to make f transverse to the centres of the m-cubes
of C and then by expanding a small neighbourhood of each centre onto the whole
cube, we can assume that the preimage of each m-cube is a collection of m-cubes
in M and that f maps each by a standard identi0cation to the corresponding
m-cell of C. Remove the interiors of these m-cubes and work in their complement.
The map f restricted to the boundary maps to the ðm 1Þ-skeleton of C and is
transverse to centres of ðm 1Þ-cells. Consider one such centre point p in an
ðm 1Þ-cell R. By relative transversality we can assume that the preimage of p is
a 1-manifold with normal bundle mapped to a neighbourhood of p in R. By
expanding a small neighbourhood of p onto the ðm 1Þ-cell we can assume that
the normal bundle is 0bred by copies of R mapped by the identity to R. We now
excise the interiors of these bundles and we are mapping to the ðm 2Þ-skeleton
and we repeat the construction using the centres of ðm 2Þ-cells. Continue using
the centres of ðm pÞ-cells, for p ¼ 3; . . . ;m. The end result of this process is the
required transverse map. Let Q be the self-transverse immersed submanifold which
comprises all the codimension 1 central subcubes in all the 0bres (the cubes of
J 1ðRÞ as R varies). For example these would be the planes with bold borders in
Figure 3). The cube bundles of varying dimensions that have been constructed
form the required neighbourhood system of Q. 
Remark. We can describe b"=I n as an explicit subbundle of the in0nite trivial
bundle in a similar way to the analogous construction in [23]. To be precise we
can embed b" n as a subbundle of I n  Rn  Rn as follows. Choose a small
neighbourhood system for the image of J 1ðI nÞ in I n, regarded as usual as made of
(trivial) cube bundles of varying dimensions with 0bres which we shall call ‘small’
cubes (to distinguish them from the bigger cubes which comprise I n and J 1ðI nÞÞ.
Without loss of generality assume that the function v is constant on the preimage
of each small cube. Think of the neighbourhood system as covered by double
collars on the I nðiÞ where each collar line lies in a small cube parallel to an edge.
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Now over each such line (corresponding to pi 2 I nðiÞ say) turn the vector vi over in
the plane determined by vi and vi (which is the copy of vi in the other copy of
R
n); in other words make an explicit M€obius bundle in this plane over the line.
Where vectors in two or more such bundles lie over the same point of I n they are
contained in perpendicular planes, so there is no interference. The construction ofb"=jXj, where X is a -space, now yields b" as an explicit subbundle of the in0nite
trivial bundle.
C-manifolds
Now suppose we are given a transverse map f : M ! C where C is a -set.
Thus we have a self-transverse immersed submanifold Q in M and an
identi0cation of M with the realisation of a -space structure X on a
neighbourhood system of Q. We say that the stable normal bundle F=M of M
is twisted by Q if it is identi0ed with b"=jXj.
We can now de0ne a C-manifold. This is a manifold M and a transverse map
f : M ! C, such that the stable normal bundle F=M of M is twisted by the
corresponding self-transverse immersed submanifold. There is an obvious concept
of C-cobordism between C-manifolds and then we can de0ne the C-bordism
groups of a space X by mapping C-manifolds and cobordisms into X in the usual
way. There is a dual concept of C-cobordism given by considering mock bundles
with 0bres C-manifolds.
5.3. THEOREM. The theory of C-bordism given by C-manifolds coincides with
the theory MC dened by MC. Similarly the two cobordism theories coincide.
Before proving the theorem we shall recall another theory considered by
Mahowald [19] for which a geometric description is given in [23].
The Mahowald spectrum
The spectrum MA (another of the spectra de0ned by Mahowald [19]) is
pulled back from MO by ;2F where F: S 3 ! B3O is a generator. Mahowald
[19] and Priddy [20] have proved that the composition MA!MO! HZ2 is
an equivalence.
5.4. PROPOSITION. The map MC !MO factors as MC !MA!MO.
We shall prove the proposition and the theorem together. We shall need to
recall the geometric description of MAðÞ given in [23]. We shall translate the
language of [23] into the language of this paper. Roughly speaking, ‘good position’
as in [23] corresponds to the neighbourhood systems used here.
Consider a framed self-transverse immersion of codimension 1, Q!M. A
neighbourhood system of Q can be constructed as described above. Although this
does not necessarily give M a -space structure, twisting by Q can be described in
a very similar way. The details can be obtained from [23].
An A-manifold is a manifold M with a framed self-transverse immersion of
codimension 1, f : Q!M, covered by an embedding ef : Q!M  R2 and such
that FM is twisted by Q. The following result is proved in [23].
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5.5. THEOREM. The bordism theory determined by A-manifolds is the theory
MA. Similarly the cohomology theories coincide. A
Proofs of Theorem 5.3 and Proposition 5.4
An element of the homology group MCmðY Þ is determined by a closed
m-manifoldMm together with a map f : M ! Y and an isomorphism F : FM ! @C>
where FM is the stable normal bundle of M and > is the universal bundle over
BO. Now F restricts to a map M ! jC j which may be assumed to be transverse
by Theorem 5.2 and determines a codimension 1 self-transverse immersed
submanifold Q say.
It remains to prove that the isomorphism F : FM ! @C> is equivalent to FM
being twisted by the diagram. To see this we shall use the spectrum MA and the
geometric description given above.
There is a well-known con0guration space model C2ðS 1Þ for ;2S 3:
C2ðS 1Þ ¼
a
C2;k Q k Ik

= 
where C2;k denotes ordered subsets of R
2 containing k points and
½x1; . . . ; xk; t1; . . . ; tk  ½x1; . . . ; bxi; . . . ; xk; t1; . . . ; bti; . . . ; tk if ti 2 f0; 1g:
The space of unordered sets C2;k=Qk can be identi0ed with the classifying space
of the braid group Bbrk. There is a 0ltration of C2ðS 1Þ:
  F1C2ðS 1Þ  . . .  FkC2ðS 1Þ . . .C2ðS 1Þ ’ ;2S 3;
where Fk is obtained from Fk1 by attaching the bundle of cubes
C2;k Q k Ik ! Bbrk
along its sphere bundle C2;k Q k @ðIkÞ ! Bbrk.
There is a similar model for ;S 2. Simply replace C2;k by C1;k. There are maps
@k: I
k ! C1;k Q k Ik given by ðt1; . . . ; tkÞ 7! ½ð0; 0Þ; . . . ; ðk; 0Þ; t1; . . . ; tk. These
maps combine to give a homotopy equivalence jT j ! C1ðS 1Þ. The composition
jT j ! C1ðS 1Þ  C2ðS 1Þ ’ ;2S 3 !;
2F
BO
is our standard map s: jT j ! BO, and so we have
MC !MA!MO!HZ2
and it follows that the map M ! BO factors via MA.
The required result now follows from Theorem 5.5 above after noting that the
descriptions of twisting given above and in [23] are eGectively the same. A
Remark. The maps S!MC (when C is non-empty) and MC !MA ’ HZ2
can now be described geometrically. To get from SðÞ to MCðÞ simply take
the map to C to be the constant map to a chosen vertex. To pass from MCðÞ to
MAðÞ forget the map to C, remember only the codimension 1 self-transverse
submanifold and allow normal bundles to be classi0ed by the cube bundles
over Bbrk.
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Restrictions on normal bundles
The manifolds which can occur in the de0nition of MCnðXÞ are restricted by
the condition on the normal bundles. In particular we have the following result.
5.6. PROPOSITION. If M is an n-dimensional C-manifold then wuðMÞ ¼ wðMÞ,
and wiðMÞ ¼ 0 for 2i > n.
Proof. Recall that wuðMÞ ¼ wuðFðMÞÞ and wðMÞ ¼ wð8ðMÞÞ. The result now
follows from the remark after Corollary 4.6 and the fact that Wu classes of
manifolds vanish above half dimension. 
Rack and link homology theories
In the case when C ¼ BX where X is a rack, the geometric description of MC
can be simpli0ed. A transverse map f : M ! BX is equivalent to a framed
codimension 2 submanifold of M  R together with a representation of the
fundamental rack in X (see [12]). If X is the fundamental rack of a link L, then
we can regard the resulting theory as L-bordism, and this provides many more
new invariants of links by calculating the values of this theory on test spaces.
There is also a ‘truncated theory’ given by using only the 2-skeleton of the rack
space and this also makes good sense for any trunk as well. The resulting
spectrum can be identi0ed with S ^X where X is the Thom complex of a plane
bundle over the 2-skeleton.
Operations
The geometric description of C-manifolds given above allows us to de0ne
operations on these theories, which cover conjugate Steenrod square operations in
Z2-cohomology.
5.7. THEOREM. Let C be a -set. There is an operation MCn !MDnk where
D ¼ JkðCÞ and a similar operation MCn !MDnþk. These operations correspond
to a map of spectra MC ! QkMJkðCÞ.
In case C ¼ T , the trivial -set, we can compose with JkðT Þ ! T to get a map
MT ! QkMT which ts into the commutative diagram
MT !HZ2!
! XSqk
QkMT ! QkHZ2
where the horizontal maps are the map MT !MA ﬃ HZ2 considered above and
its k-fold suspension.
Proof. We need a description of the k-tuple points of the immersion Q
determined by a transverse map f : M ! jC j given in [12, x 2], namely that there
is an induced transverse map f ðkÞ: QðkÞ ! JkðCÞ where QðkÞ is the manifold
covering the k-tuple points of Q. It can be seen that the condition that the normal
bundle is twisted by the immersion is inherited by the induced immersion in QðkÞ
and this de0nes the operations.
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Now the map MT !MA ﬃ HZ2 is induced by the universal Thom class of MT
and the commutativity of the diagram then follows from the results of [23]; see in
particular Remark 3.6. 
Remark. The operation MT ! QkMT de0ned by Theorem 5.7 coincides with
one of the operations de0ned by Mahowald on page 552 of [19].
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